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Five.   

Aysha and I sit on the grass, cross-legged.  We are trying to tell the time on a dandelion.  I’m not 

sure how it works and nothing much happens when I puff, while she has never come across this 

concept at all, so it’s not a great success.  We are convulsed in giggles.   

She wants bunches like mine, but I just have the two hairbands holding my own in place, so we end 

up with one each, mine on the left, hers on the right.  Aysha’s is rather more lopsided, as my 

ministrations are much less expert than my mother’s.   

I’d looked forward to our reunion as a cornerstone of the holiday – the last summer had been 

transformed by our friendship.  In my London kindergarten I’d told blonde, cherubic Sally all 

about it: “she’s our chowkidar’s daughter.” 

Sally’s nose wrinkled in one direction while her forehead wrinkled in another.   

“What’s a chowkidar?” 

I thought, hard.   

“A bit like an uncle, but he doesn’t speak English.” 

Sally gave me the kind of disdainful look the girls in kindergarten gave when something was 

unfamiliar, and so not worth knowing.  Sally and her family didn’t go to Pakistan and didn’t go to 

mountains.  

“We’ll be in Portugal.” 

Aysha never gives me looks like that.   

We spend the summer playing with my Polly Pockets and running up and down the hillside of the 

garden.  Before we leave my mother gently broaches the suggestion that I give some of my Polly 

Pocket empire to Aysha. 

I am horrified, and try to explain. “They’re people, Mama – would you leave me behind?” 

“But, jaani, don’t you think they would be happy here with Aysha?  They know her so well now, 

they’ve played with her all summer.   And then they can tell their friends about the adventures 

they’ve had with her, when you bring the others back next year?” 

Instantly, I am sold.  Later, Aysha is speechless with delight.   
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When she starts her first day of school, there is a tiny doll in her pocket for comfort as she enters the 

two-room building with its flickering electricity.  Just as there is in mine a few weeks later, as I cross 

the hallowed threshold to a strange world of uniform and puddings with custard and wearing 

knickers for PE.   

 

Fifteen.   

I am in deep shit.  My GCSE mocks before the end of term went abysmally, and I spend the 

summer in the doghouse.  I choose to locate this figurative place of shame physically in the garden’s 

makeshift treehouse, where I can hide away from accusing looks and questions about why my maths 

textbook hasn’t moved from its place on the table since I unpacked it.   

While her father treats me with the indulgence of a favourite who will to him forever remain the 

toddler he once carried across his shoulders, Aysha and I exchange shy smiles now when our paths 

cross, our different lives creating a gulf our awkward adolescence struggles to bridge.  She stopped 

going to school in Class 6, and although I know better, there is a small pang of envy.   

My mobile beeps in a rare moment of finding signal, and I pounce to see if it is Marcus-from-the-

boys’-school.  It isn’t, of course, and I lament the social suicide of being so far away for the entirety 

of the summer, pretending I don’t feel my lungs expand more freely on the drive up into the hills.  I 

have never known those initial folds of the earth, rising out of the flatness of Islamabad, fail to 

unlock tension I am not even conscious of carrying the rest of the year, through school and grey 

pavements and grimy tube journeys.  I imagine my body relaxing as it gets closer and closer to its 

spiritual home, this safe hillside heaven where every tree and flower and animal croak is familiar, 

where the flaming sunsets are serenaded by waves of the azaan rising over the hillside in canon.   

In an act of rebellion, I provoke my mother by wearing the strappy Topshop sundress I smuggled 

into the suitcase.   

When she recovers the power of speech, she is satisfyingly incensed.  

“What on earth are you doing?” 

“It was fine for me to wear in the garden at home – I really don’t see the difference,” I argue back. 

It is, of course, untrue at every level.  I am well aware of the difference.  I am also well aware of the 

maternal side-eye it received when I sunbathed in it in London.   
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And then, while we are in Islamabad for a few days, disaster strikes.  As we get out the car on our 

return, wails travel through the twilight.   

Alia, Aysha’s older sister, was gathering grass for the animals when she was bitten by a snake.  My 

father is apoplectic with rage.  They waited three days trying local herbal medicine before they took 

her to the hospital.  By that point, there was nothing to be done.   

We are all numb with shock, initially when it happens and then again seeing how quickly life 

resumes its normal rhythm, the ripples subsiding to nothingness.   

I am jarred from my teenage self-absorption as I watch Aysha trace her way down the path to their 

mud-roofed house in the early evening, a bundle of firewood on her head.  I cannot turn my eyes 

away from her vulnerable bare heels in their plastic sandals.   

 

Twenty-five. 

I am back in my mountains after a three-year hiatus.  Consumed by doubt and anxiety as I try to 

navigate the puzzling realities of adult, professional life, I had started to feel sick with nostalgia every 

time I smelt woodsmoke.  Sweet and acrid, it would whistle through me and slice into my bones.  I 

felt like a dryad, unable to cut the umbilical chord to her tree, wasting away if she spent too long 

from home.     

Aysha lives down the valley, now, with her husband and three babies, ranging from bundled, 

suspicious infant to cheeky-eyed toddler.  One afternoon she is persuaded to sit with me for half an 

hour; we both drink tea.  She has the same self-possession and grace, but the charismatic mischief 

that dances around her son has left her completely.  She might give a quick exhalation of 

amusement, but she never laughs.   

But we still share an understanding that managed to survive that epoch of teenage embarrassment 

and then years of absence.  She talks frankly, and tells me about the shortcomings of her world 

without self-pity or resentment.  Having attended school as long as she did, she is relatively 

educated, but finds her husband’s family ignorant and superstitious.  He drives a Suzuki van, and 

doesn’t seem to feature much; his mother and sisters clearly dominate and determine the pattern of 

her life.  She is a treasured child of her father’s, and he has provided for her as well as he can, but 

her fate feels sealed, insurmountable.  And she is conscious of its inadequacy, but resigned.  My 
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heart aches for the exquisite soul shining out from the figure in front of me, delicately sipping from 

her teacup.   

“Don’t get married,” she tells me, twice.   

 

Thirty-five.   

I look at my precious baby girl playing in our tiny flat, trying not to interfere while aware of the 

smooshed rice cake she is brandishing close to the wallpaper.   

Layla is 2, now, and as more and more words start to flow out of her, I’m aware how few of them 

are Urdu.  She has never been to Pakistan, and I feel ill-equipped to pass on the cultural heritage I 

want her to have.  I can never remember the words to the rhymes my father used to sing to me, no 

matter how many times I ask him.   

I haven’t been back in years.  How can I, I rhetorically ask my mother while we drink coffee at their 

dining table.   

“Nonsense,” she says briskly.   

I raise my eyebrows but say nothing, remembering the ashen expression on both my parents’ faces 

when I told them I was pregnant, and the endless silence.  I didn’t need to say how uninvolved I 

expected Layla’s father to be, and it was never something we discussed now – if anything, there was 

a beat of silence when I mentioned their rare interactions, as if his existence was an unwelcome 

reminder of the messiness of this situation I had got myself into.   

My father pretends he can’t hear our conversation, but continues to spoil the apple of his eye with 

more chocolate than I would like.  He too would love to pretend that Layla and I can pack up and 

fly away with them for the summer, but the uncomfortable truths of explaining the absence of a 

husband to friends and servants are not palatable.   

My child will not be subject to raised eyebrows, no matter how oblivious she is.   

“We’ll Skype,” I say, “when you’re there.” 

I suppress a forlorn feeling as I anticipate the loneliness of their absence, and beneath that, the envy 

for their easy homecoming. 
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Forty-five.   

Layla is curled on the old chaise longue that has been here since the 50s, when the house was built.  

She is frowning slightly, engrossed in her book.   

Her initial scepticism of a holiday expressly lacking in TV or reliable internet has melted away – like 

the trooper she is, she has allowed herself to be enchanted by this place.  I find it hard not to believe 

that in the fibre of her being is a tendril tying her here, a little echo of the bond I have always felt.  I 

have got away with this just in time – who knows what another year will bring in sullen refusals to 

conform.   

I ruffle her hair as I walk past, and feel a surge of affection when she doesn’t notice.  This is a place 

for being lost in books, she is the fourth generation to discover that.   

Earlier in the day she was in the garden, investigating a small goat that had wandered in, curious 

rather than intent on protecting our flowers.  Aysha walked through the garden on her way down 

the valley, looking older than she should, but with a lightness of step as she made her way back to 

her own brood of six.  I wonder if she is amused by the intense care squandered on this one, 

treasured child, and then think back to my mother – she was right, in a way, that it was nonsense 

not to come sooner.   

Aysha watches Layla’s tentative overtures of friendship towards the goat as she approaches her.  I 

see their eyes meet and the smile they exchange, and my heart glows like the sky, aflame at sunset.  

A nameless gratitude washes over me like the waves of the azaan, rising over the hillside in canon. 


